TANKSTATION

4x

MEGA

TOPLOADER
Step-by-step installation guide

The tizi Tankstation 4x MEGA Toploader comes as a DIY kit and can be built into almost
any piece of furniture. For installation into furniture, a drill or an electric screwdriver with
a hole saw attachment 2 inches or 2 3/8 inches is required.
Before you begin, take a look at our Quick Start Guide which you will find in the box
along with your Toploader. Here you will find useful tips to help you embed the device.
Watch our tutorial video to see the whole installation in action.

What’s in the box

• tizi Tankstation 4x MEGA
Toploader

• 2 adapter rings:
2 inches and 2 3/8 inches

• Power cable (5 ft. long)
• Quick install guide
• tizi/Club card

Checklist - you’ll need:

• Drill or screwdriver
• Hole saw 2 inches or 2 3/8 inches
• Pen and ruler for marking
• Masking tape and sandpaper
• Double-sided tape
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Find the right spot
Think about desk ergonomics. Are you right-handed? Then a spot in the upper left corner is
ideal so charging devices won't get in the way of your movements.
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Tape the surface to be drilled
Before you start with the drilling, be sure to tape the area around the "hole to be" in
order to prevent any damage to the surface of your furniture.
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50 mm
2 inches

min. 65 mm
2½ inches
min. 65 mm
2½ inches

Measure the drilling area
Mark out the hole you’re going to drill. You should leave at least 6 inches from the
edges of ordinary furniture and 2 1/2 inches from the edge of a desk.

max. 50 mm
2½ inches

TIP
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Your hole saw is
easier to handle if
you drill an ordinary hole first.

Drill the hole
To drill a 2 inch hole, you'll need a hole saw attachment for your drill or electric screwdriver
with a 2 inch circumference.

BETTER FIT
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Put double sided
sticky tape
around the edge
of the ring to give
it a better hold.

Insert the adapter ring
Smooth out the corners of the hole with sandpaper before inserting the right
Toploader adapter ring.

DON’T FORGET!
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Plug in the power & devices
Insert the Toploader with the USB ports facing up. Next plug in the power cable
underneath into the Toploader device. After that you can finally connect your USB
devices.

Pull the protective
foil oﬀ to make
the Toploader
look perfect.

